How to work the silver robot 500.
How do you make your robot move? Have you worked out what to do with your new toy yet?
Worry no more. I will explain how to get the robot started up.

First, put your batteries in the robot or it will not move. Then, put the switch into the on
position as a result the light will flash to let you know it is on.

After that, press the large, red button as a result the robot will roll it’s eyes five times.
Following that, it will nod 3 times.

Next, pull the blue lever in order to make the robot speak. It will say ‘hello’ in a tinny voice.

Later, press the orange square this results in the robot walking forward 5 steps. If you
want it to go further, press the button again.

Finally, push the purple switch down as a result the robot will do 5 back flips without
stopping.

Your robot is a fun toy and should be enjoyed sensibly. If you push the buttons too hard,
they will break leading to a frenzied, unstoppable robot. Please take care.
The friendly, silver robot will give you hours of endless fun! What an incredible toy it is!

he ‘Teacher Pleaser’

The ‘Tidy Your Bedroom’ machine
Does your bedroom look as if a gorilla has been on the rampage? Has keeping your room tidy
become an issue? If so, you could use a 'Tidy Your Bedroom' machine to keep your parents
happy. But how does it actually work?
First, take your machine into the bedroom and place it on the floor. It is quite easy to carry
because it is made of a light metal so that children can easily use it.
After that, it is important to start the machine. Pull down the red handle and release it this
causes the spring to bend. When you release the handle, the spring shoots up. The power
from this pushes the machine into life as a result the machine will grab clothes, close doors
and even sweep the floor.
Once the spring is set off again, the extra power will allow the machine to polish any
surfaces.
After this, press the green button consequently a metallic 'grabber-arm' will shoot out and
pick up books, old pieces of clothing and toys. The arm is extendable because it may need to
reach under the bed for lost socks.
However, the machine will need careful programming because it cannot think for itself and
therefore the results can be disastrous.
What a wonderful invention the The ‘Tidy your bedroom’ machine is! It will save you time,
make your life easier and get your parents off your back. Life will be a dream once you use
the ‘Tidy you bedroom’ machine. Hurry, Get one today!

The water alarm.
Do you sleep in in the morning? Do you find it so difficult to get out of
bed that you are always late? Well, you better get reading, I am going
to explain how the water alarm works.
First, put the tap on when this happens the water will pour onto the
water wheel. The water wheel is connected with a rubber band to a
cog. Now, place the alarm above your bed, settle into and go to sleep.
While you sleep, the cog small cog turns around and causes a larger
cog to move down the cog track. It will take 8 whole hours for it to
reach the end of the track. At the end of the track is ball.
After 8 hours, the cog hits the ball causing it to bounce into a bucket of
water.
Finally, the water falls onto your head consequently you will be
instantly awake and bright eyed.
Remember to re-fill your bucket daily or your alarm will not work. Do
not set the alarm for other people as a surprise, this will get you into
trouble.
How fabulous this invention is for sleepyheads! If you use it, you will
always be on time for school and ready to learn.

